
Parent Testimonials 

 

“We have been and ARK family since 2013 and our youngest began last 

fall. Our experience here has been immeasurable and one of the best 

decisions our family has ever made. Every time we walk in the doors, we 

know our children are safe, happy and most importantly they are so 

loved. We are thankful for the Christian teachings, and they have been 

very prepared academically for kindergarten. Possibly the greatest gift to 

us is the sense of community The ARK has brought to our children and us 

as parents! Many friends that we ALL made while at The ARK are like 

family to this day. We cannot say enough amazing things about our 

experience!”       - Andy & Lindsay Vilardo 

 

 

“We love The Ark! You will not find a teacher here without a smile on her 

face or a welcoming message. Everyone is so kind and helpful. My son 

comes home with so many new messages of kindness and friendship he is 

learning at The Ark. He has an amazing understanding of Jesus and God 

from Sing & Celebrate and from the devotional at lunchtime. The Ark is a 

special place with wonderful, dedicated teachers and we love it here!” 

         - The Dann Family 

 

“What I LOVE about the Ark staff is that the teachers give so much of 

themselves to the children. They are always so loving, kind, giving, 

thoughtful, and generous. They obviously care about these kids so much 

and they always have big smiles, open arms, and kind hearts. Even after 

my kids leave the school, they remember their teachers and they talk 

often about what they have learned over the years. I cannot think of a 

better place to begin an education and to plant the seeds of Christian 

learning.”       - The Haris Family 

 

“Faith is a constant in The ARK classrooms. God is always present and 

brought into lessons in an age-appropriate way.”    - Shivaun Wilkinson 

 



“How do I begin to describe the amount of appreciation our family has for 

the Ark Staff?  The teachers create experiences for my child that make 

learning fun and authentic.  Even through this pandemic they have been 

right by our side giving us the language verbiage and examples to try and 

make the learning transition seamless at home.  Not only do they provide 

an engaging learning environment, they also show through their actions 

and planning that they genuinely care not only about our children, but 

also our families. They are aware that learning goes beyond the classroom 

walls.  Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, for all you do and for always 

remaining positive and professional in the most difficult of times!   

-The Sanz Family 

 

“My child gets to learn through play and exploration and comes home 

exhausted and happy every day.”   - Maggie Krichbaum 

 

 

“Thank you so much for all that you do to support our children and to 

help them to learn and grow each day!” 

  

“We don't know where we would be without The ARK. The way you have 

made it so school can happen this year has been a wonder. The kids 

needed the opportunity to socialize and learn in a safe and non-anxious 

environment and you all did it. My girls come home bubbling over with 

stories about what they have learned and what fun they are having!”  

 

 

“Thankful, dedicated, caring and attentive.” 

 

“Thank you for your love and dedication to our kids!” 

 


